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PREFACE 

Type Specimens 
A Book about Diverse Letters and Ornaments, 
with Examples of Artistic Printing 

by Cees W. de jong 

William Casion was most successfu l in England. In 1720, his first year of 

business, he produced a new typeface for the Society for the Propagation 
of Christian Knowledge to be used for a Bible in Arabic. 

He printed sample pages so that he could sell the new typeface to other 

printers. On these sheets was his name, William Caslan, in roman letters 
designed specially for the purpose. This new typeface design was the begin

ning of the popular style we now know as Caslon Old Style. Following this 
sryle,Caslon cut a number of non-roman and exotic styles, including Coptic, 
Armenian, Etruscan, and Hebrew. Caslon Gothic is his version of Old Eng
lish, or black letter. He published the first and extens ive catalog for his type 

foundry in 1734, presenting a total of 38 typefaces. William Caslon died in 

1766, aged 74. 
Collector Jan Tholenaar has assembled one of the greatest private 

collections of type specimens in the world. With his individual preferences 
setting the tone, the collection focuses on specimens produced between 

1830 and 1930. 
Extremely diverse fantasy letters and ornaments, with examples of artistic 

printing. The two volumes of this publication display some wonderful 

examples, with dazzling construction and color combinations. 

Type specimen in letterpress, not in lithography. Here we see magnificent 
examples of setting, all made up of letters, lines, or intricate ornaments. 

Applications were devised for all of th is material being offered for sale, set, 
and printed by hand. This chapter in the history of type specimens is 

endearing, and the infinite variety is glorious. 
Until the beginning of the 20th Century, the names of only a handful 

of famous type designers, such as Garamond, Bodoni, and Fournier, were 
known. The thousands of typefaces introduced by foundries in the I9th 

Cenwry were designed and engraved by anonymous workers. In type 
catalogs, these are referred to as "im Hause" or "Hausschnitt." 

It was Klingspor, in particular, who attracted and credited famous 

designers in the early 20th Century: Otto Eckmann, Rudolf Koch, Walter 

Tiemann, Imre Reiner. Bauer engaged the services of Heinrich Wieynk, 
F. H. Ehmcke, Lucian Bernhard, E. R. Weiss, Paul Renner, and F. H. Ernst 

Schneidler. 

Berthold employed designers such as Louis Oppenheim, Georg Trump, 
and Herbert Bayer. Important designers also worked for the Ludwig und 

Mayer type foundry, including Heinrich Jost,J . Erbar, and J. V. C issarz. 
Georg Belwe and Jan Tschichold designed for Schelter & Giesecke, and 

1923, William Caston's Type Specimen 
Sheet (Facsimile), Mergenthaler Linotype 
Company, New York 

E W Kleukens and Hermann Zapf for Stempel. Some designed type for 

more than one firm. 
The Germans were trendsetters in this area. But in other countries, 

too, there were excellent designers working for type foundries. Georges 
Auriol and E. Grasset worked for Peignot, for example; A. M. Cassandre 

and Adrian Frutiger for Deberny & Peignor; Roger Excoffon for Olive; 

Aldo Novarese for Nebiolo; Warren Chappell and Morris E Benton for 
American Type Founders; Rudolph Ruzicka, W A. Dwiggins, and Walter 

Tracy for Linotype; and F. W Goudy, Bruce Rogers, Berthold Wolpe, and 
Eric Gill for Monotype. S. H. de Roos and Dick Dooijes were employed 

by Lettergieterij Amsterdam, and]. van Krimpen and S. L. Hartz worked 

for Enschede. 
German foundries often had a branch either in Moscow or St. Peters+ 

burg to serve the Russian market. Also from Berthold is a Hebrew speci+ 

men from 1924 with various faces and wonderful color illustrations. In 
1925, a similar specimen was published in Eastern languages, including 

Arabic, Turkish, and Hindi. 
For 500 years, the same methods were used for printing-and, suddenly, 

it was over, owing to new developments. Type foundries that made only lead 
type have disappeared. Some changed with the times and are still part of 

the creative process of artistic presentation of messages in the global digital 
world. 

This book would nOt have been possible without Jan Tholenaar and 
his international private collection of type specimens, his admiration and 

love for diverse letters and ornaments, and his examples of artistic printing. 

I also wish to thank Alston W Purvis, professor at the Boston University 
College of Fine Arts. He has written on a variety of topics relating to graph

ic design, and now, once again, we have worked together on this book. 
The medium is the message; the typeface is the message. 
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